Dr.Gurudeva`s Brief Analysis on Barack Obama`s Horoscope

As per Barack Obama’s horoscope, his ascendant is Capricorn, his moon sign is Taurus
and his star is Rohini.
Right now Jupiter maha dasa and Rahu antar dasa running in his life until July 2012.
Jupiter maha dasa will also getting end by July 2012.
Afterwards Saturn maha dasa starts.Saturn maha dasa starts with Saturn antar dasa.
Saturn antar dasa will continue until July 2015.
His good planets are Saturn, Mercury and Venus.
Moon also became good planet because he born in waning moon time period.
Even though Jupiter is malefic planet it got debilitation in rising sign.
Malefic planet debilitation in rising sign along with ascendant lord Saturn formed excellent
“Neechbhang Raja yoga” in the horoscope.
This is the reason he got Raja yogam (president ship) in Jupiter maha dasa.
Manglik dosham, sarpa dosham and Saturn dosham present in his horoscope.
Kaal sarp dosha not present in the horoscope.
Sadhe sati (7 ½ yrs Saturn) not running in his life.
th

8 house lord sun aspecting rising sign in his horoscope.This factor makes him as a tough man in all the
matters.
Jupiter and Saturn combination in rising sign make him as Genius and timely decision maker.
The coming Saturn antar dasa is tough time period to Barack Obama.But still saturn is lagnadhipati to
the native. This factor finally gives good results to native.
He will get tough fight with opponent in coming elections in Saturn antar dasa. But final victory will be
Obama`s only.
2012 and 2013 years are economically bad years to USA also.
Remedies necessary to Barack Obama are

1. Wearing Natural Indraneelam (Dark blue sapphire) gemstone.
2. Doing Sani vishesha pooja and thailabhishekam.
3. Fating on Saturdays.
4. Chanting Hanuman chalisa.

Above remedies will help a lot to Barack Obama to override his coming bad time
period.
God bless him !!

God Bless America !!

